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Games are the best and easiest medium of relieving your stress. Games are not only reduce your
stress, but also useful to break your boredom. There are many websites online, where user can
easily find numbers of games to play. There are two types of games, one is online games and other
is installable games. Online games or web games are much better than installable games. In case
of installable games, if you want to install a free or paid game from internet or either from CD-Rom,
first you have to download the game onto your computer desktop or file. Then you will be required to
install it onto your computer hard drive so that you can play the game. But in case of web games
you do not need to download it neither to install it. You can simply go to website, then select a game
and start playing.

There are various online games available like puzzle, action, fighting, funny, etc. If you are using
installable games, then you have only limited choice to playing games. But in case if you choose
online games then you have many choices and also you can switch from one game to another at
any time if you are getting bore from the current game. Because you have various options in case of
online games, there are various types of games that are available. Also online games provides
rewards to their user whenever their user enters the next level of the game. But in case of installable
games user can not get any rewards, when they enters the higher level. Also, users can join the
communities of games in case of web games. Another big advantage of playing web games rather
than installable games is that multiple people can play same game at different locations or same
location. For example if you are playing online game and your brother also want to play the same
game then you do not need to stop your game because at the same time your brother can easily
play the same game on their laptop. But in case of installable games if you are playing then no other
person will play the same game at same place until you stop the game.

There are many differences exists between web and installable games. For web games, you do not
have to wait a long time for downloading and installing a game. Also online games offer best
graphics and controls. Web games are free, on the other hand installable games are paid and very
time consuming. Also, you have many options in case of web games where as in case of installable
games you have only limited choice. To play online games, internet connection is necessary but for
installable games it is not necessary. So all these differences shows that there are huge difference
between web games and installable games. And I think online games are better option than
installable games, because they provide many benefits rather than installable games. 
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Charles Blair - About Author:
If you are looking for a free web games, then checkout a thegameworm. Here you can get various
types of games like puzzle, action, funny, arcade and many more. 
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